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Riyadh for a two-day summit with the ARAMCO monarch. While
there is no final word yet, the agenda is no secret. Right before the
talks, Khaled blasted Libya, listing "Libya's crimes," - a prelude
to action against the slated "victim. "
Weinraub's scripted lies also had other targets. "Behind Libya is
the Soviet Union ... with terrorist traininl camps in Cuba, North
Korea, East Germany, and the Soviet Union." Top Kissinger
terror-controller, Robert P. Myers, the Assistant CoordiDator for
Combatting Terrorism at the State Department was effusively
praising Weinraub for his handiwork: "Wh8t he wrote is an ac
curate representation ... Bernie did a good job."
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Surropte Warfare"

The operation against Libya is paradigmatic of the RAND and
related think tank-developed scenarios variously known as either
"Surrogate Warfare" or "War by Proxy. " The viability of the ugly
"regional war destabilization" operations lies in the continued
existence of the Atlanticist international invisible· government
terror apparatus in the advanced sector, combined with its control
and collaboration with outright Nazi cliques and outlaw regimes
such as South Africa, the Israeli warhawks, and other assorted
puppet creations.
The Israeli raid on Entebbe was the start of the Atlanticist antici
pated "accretion of such incidents." Since that raid it has been
widely proclaimed in the media and emphasized by the State
Department that both South Africa and Giscard d'Estaing's new
Vichy France have similar commando intervention units "ready
for action anywhere on the African continent at any time,"" a fact of
which the Nazi butchers in Pretoria openly boast.

In this light South African diplomats are manically proclaiming
the existence of South African commando 'hit squads' whose
mission is to assassinate pl'O-development African leaders,
fingering as "first in line, Libyan leaders Qaddafi and Jalloud. The
assassination plot would be a back up alternative "surrogate
elimination" fo the Libyan leadership should the scenario currently
being discussed in Riyadh come to nought.

On A Nuclear War Tightrope

The net immediate effect of this hideous Atlanticist regional war
overthrow of pro-Socialist regimes in the Third World and the
"terror-counter-terror" fascist escalation in the advanced sector,
is the rapidly rising danger of nuclear war - unless urgently
required "debt moratoria killer blows to the Rockefeller dollar
empire are delivered.
The State Department's July 16 war-provocation line toward the
Soviet Union is the most direct expression of this danger. The State
Department's continued push for speedy institutionalization of "
Nazism in West German is another provocative prong thrust a the
Soviet Union.
A high level Atlanticist, commenting on the outcome of the
Kissinger-Schmidt drive talks"is paradigmatic of the Kissinger war
fever; "The West Germans have enacted laws against what they
consider disruptive forces ... they are approaching terrorism with
glee and joy as the opportunity to extend their powers."
Under this psychopathic "glee and joy," West Germany is closer
to becoming fascist than at any time since 1933 (see article page 1)
Should that awful juncture ever be reached, Schmidt's and
Kissinger's gleeful smirks will meet an early finish under a rain of
incoming Soviet nuclear hardware.
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Exclusive NSIPS Translation
from Le Monde:

"A Return To Shock Units In France?"
July 17 (NSIPS) - The following are excerpts from an article that
appeared in the July 11-12 French daily Le Monde. by the paper's
defense expert Jacques Isnard.

From the point at which the hostages were taken to Entebbe
airport in Uganda. special studies were carried out both at the
French Army operations center - a so-called "crisis" general
staff. underground. at the Defense Ministry - and at the
headquarters of the 11th parachutist division (of the French Ar
my). in the Southwest. to examine the plans for a French in·
tervention (into Uganda) which could have allowed. through an air
transported expedition. the" recoupment of the Airbus plane
passengers. Units from the 11 Parachutist Division have the
capability to execute such an operation.
Such special studies and preparations for a so-called red alert are
classic on the part of these general staffs conceived to function on a
permanent basis. Previous similar studies had been ordered to deal
with the possible acceptance by all parties involved (in the
Lebanese crisis -ed.) of a French military presence in Lebanon.
All these preparatory measures do not prejudice the govern
ments's final decision which. in both present cases. has had to tak�
more into account the international and diplomatic context than the
strict considerations of tactical use of the forces organized for the
foreign intervention. It remains that the "red alert" of the 11th
Parachutist Division allows the French authorities to have
available the equivalent of a combat-ready regiment able to em
bark on twelve hours notice....
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....Despite the operations studies carried out by the general
staffs. it does not seem that the 11th Parachutist division was
placed on red alert for the Entebbe hijack.
.... On the other hand, everything leads one to believe that the
French intelligence services were in a position to gather in
formation on the execution of the Israeli raid on Entebbe. notably.
thanks to a rapid interpretation of the indications gathered by
diverse fixed or mobile monitoring stations which France has been
maintaining in the Indian Ocean since the removal of such in
stallations from Djibouti two years ago.
....A commission of former trainees. of civilians and military has
been recently created at the Institute for Higher Studies on
National Defense in Paris. in charge of proposing means to stop
this new form of terrorism or international blackmail. The idea
prevails at the French Defense Ministry that it could prove
necessary one day to create organic units of professionals.
specially trained for this type of intervention. inspired by the ex
perience of the 11th Shock Battalion. This commando unit had been
used in Indochina and Algeria in expeditions often controlled by the
"action" service of the SDECE (the French CIA -ed.) and was
disbanded without having really been replaced.
One can believe that the progressive implementation within the
11th parachutist division of units exclusively composed of carrier
staff and. volunteers proceeds presently from such an evolution.
Once composed of volunteers, the First Parachutist Regiment Qf
(French) Navy infantry in Bayonne (Southwest of France -ed.)
could become this special intervention unit. Other countries
besides France did not wait for the Entebbe
operation to engage
.
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themselves on the same road.
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